South School Song

Lively

A¨/C  B¨  A¨  G‹ D  A¨/C  Bm(b5)  E¨/B¨  E¨/B¨  E¨

5  E¨

Cheer,  cheer  for  South  Sabre Cats!

7  B¨

South  is  superior  that  is  a  fact!

9  A¨  Gm  Cm

Shout  it  through  the  universe,

11  F¨

Here  at  South  School  kids  always  come  first!

13  E¨

Whether  the  odds  be  great  or  small,

15  B¨

South  has  the  best  kids  roaming  the  halls!

17  A¨  Gm  Cm  Bm(b5)

With  the  greatest  teaching  staff,  They'll

19  E¨/B¨  B¨  E¨  E¨

lead  us  to  Victory!